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France's Yellow Vest Movement Spreads
As the fourth wave of "Yellow
Vest" demonstrations erupts across
France to protest high living costs
and President Emmanuel Macron's
anti-working class policies, the
movement’s influence is spreading
across Europe and even the Middle
East.
In B elg i u m , a m o v emen t
inspired by the "gilets jaunes", or
yellow vests has been growing in the
last month, as people express their
grievances over the cost of living
and demand Belgium's center-right
coalition government be removed.
Their national election is due next
May.
Police in Brussels detained more
than 400 people Saturday, after
demonstrators in yellow vests threw
rocks and damaged shops and cars as
they attempted to reach the European
Union and Belgian government's
headquarters.
Riot squads used water cannons
and tear gas to keep a crowd, of what
police estimate to have been 1,000
people, from reaching the buildings.
It is the second instance of violence
of this kind in the Belgian capital in
eight days.
Inequalities in Europe are
deepening and the European Union
has increasingly been used to force
the application of austerity measures
despite high social costs.
Other countries, such as Serbia,
Hungary, Spain, Germany, and Iraq,

have also witnessed the movement’s
influence.
In Iraq, where similar vests
had been used as a symbol of
unity among protesters in 2015,
100 protesters reportedly stormed
Governor Asaad al-Eidani’s office
in Basra Tuesday to demand access
to basic services, like water and
electricity.
That same day in Serbia, an
opposition member wore the vest in
Parliament Tuesday to protest high
fuel costs just as France’s President
Emmanuel Macron delayed his trip
to the country amidst unrest back
home.
France’s so-far leaderless
movement began on November 17 to
highlight the squeeze on household
spending brought about by Macron’s
fuel taxes. It has since evolved to
encompass grievances over social
inequalities and what many are
calling "fiscal injustice" in France.
After weeks of relentless social
protest against the government's fuel
tax increase, France's prime minister
announced a suspension of the tax in
an attempt to demobilize protesters
and quell dissent. However, the
movement is no longer about
motorists and fuel. Now, students,
pensioners, workers, and regular
citizens are rebelling against an
economic model that favors the few
over the many.
Courtesy: Telesur
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Declare Global Climate Emergency Now!
Modern industrial societies are
having a catastrophic effect on the
planet, accelerating contamination of
the air, water and soil, the destruction
of terrestrial and marine ecosystems,
mass extinction of species, and
runaway climate change. A global
economic system fixated with
exponential GDP growth at all costs
is now not only damaging the natural
systems on which we depend, but
pushing them towards irreversible
breakdown. For all this, our world
remains split between obscene
wealth and privilege at one end and
extreme poverty and exploitation at
the other.
Climate change impacts were
widely felt in 2018 in the form of
unprecedented extreme weather
events—heat waves, droughts,
floods, hurricanes, etc—on every
continent. In the words of UN
Secretary General Antonio Guterres,
humanity is facing nothing less than a
“direct existential threat”, a scenario
confirmed by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change’s 'Special
Report on Global Warming of
1.5°C' released in October 2018.
Worryingly, many climate experts
have criticised this already grim
report for being too conservative and
reticent on the actual risks we face.
This alarming situation calls
for much more than a change in
individual lifestyles. It demands
that the world’s governments,
corporations and international bodies
make climate action their absolute
top priority with immediate effect.
As an agency mandated with the
responsibility of keeping the world
a peaceful place for humanity, the
United Nations is especially obliged
to forestall an imminent and related

danger; that of conflict erupting
around the world on account of
climate migration.
Therefore, we urge the United
Nations to declare a Global Climate
Emergency and to follow it up with
an emergency action plan formulated
in consultation with all stakeholders,
especially those most vulnerable to
climate impacts. Such a plan must
necessarily pursue just, equitable and
ecologically soundclimate policies,
and steer clear of false solutions. As
a start, we demand that the United
Nations—under whose auspices
the COP process is currently being
conducted in Katowice, Poland—
pressurise nations to commit to far
greater emissions reductions than is

the case presently.
This is essential to bridge the
gap between the extremely alarming
scenario outlined by the UN’s own
authoritative scientific research and
the vastly inadequate and ineffective
actions being presently taken in
response to it. By doing so, the
United Nations would only be doing
the least that is rationally, ethically
and politically expected of a body
that is a collective of the earth’s
nations and its peoples.
Petition drafted by Citizens’
Campaign on the Climate Crisis,
India. Please sign the petition at:
https://www.ipetitions.com/
petition/call-it-by-its-true-namedeclare-global-climate/

BJP’s Use of Dates to Undermine Ambedkar
Ravikiran Shinde
Millions of Dalits across the
country will pay homage to Dr B.R.
Ambedkar on his death anniversary
on December 6. Many will travel to
Chaityabhoomi in Mumbai, where
his last rites were performed
Only two weeks separate
November 26 and December 6. But
the difference couldn’t be sharper.
The former denotes Constitution
Day, an anniversary of adaptation
of the India’s Constitution. The
latter the destruction of the very
foundation of it by the BJP, Shiv
Sena and the Sangh parivar.
Dates are important as they reveal
historical events. But according to
memory grandmaster James Ponder,
if you want to memorise dates and
events, it needs to be associated with
an individual image or information

that you can recall well.
December 6 and Babri mosque
Today, how do we remember
December 6? We remember it
more as the anniversary of Babri
masjid’s demolition than as the
death anniversary of Ambedkar.
That is because BJP and its allies
chose December 6 to demolish Babri
masjid in a systematically executed
conspiracy that proved to be one of
the biggest blots on our democracy.
Seeds of anti-Muslim sentiment
were sown for political purpose
during the Ram mandir agitation.
Since 1992, TV images of people
wielding iron rods atop Babri
mosque further reinforced the date
in our mind.
By erasing the mosque, BJP
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achieved two objectives on the
same day. While it symbolically
tried to demolish the Constitution
by disregarding law and order, it
chose Ambedkar’s death anniversary
to do it.
Every year since 1992, the
Sangh parivar celebrates December
6 as shourya diwas or vijay diwas,
suggesting that it was no coincidence.
The VHP, which celebrated the event
nationally in 2017, calls it a moment
of glory, honour and courage. This
year too, the Bajarang Dal and the
VHP have planned shourya diwas
celebrations.
Clearly, the Sangh parivar chose
December 6 to demolish Babri not
despite the relevance of the date, but
because of it.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
leaves no opportunity to invoke
Ambedkar, especially during
the elections. In his Man ki Baat
radio speech on November 26,
Modi mentioned that Ambedkar’s
mahaparinirvan diwas (death
anniversary) was on December
6. But who will forget that Modi
was part of the rath yatra, led by
L.K. Advani, that concluded in the
destruction of the mosque on this
day?
Even as the prime minister,
Modi has never reined in any of the
BJP ministers or MLAs who talk
against the Constitution.
Clearly, the BJP is playing
“good cop-bad cop” to hoodwink
the people.
Union minister Ananth Hegde
had publicly said last year that
the BJP was here to change the
Constitution, but he was not sacked.
Dharma Sansad and Shourya
Diwas
This year, as important assembly
elections in MP, Mizoram, Telangana
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and Rajasthan loomed, the VHP
organised a dharma sansad on
November 25. It calls this the ‘last
effort’ to clear the hurdles in the
construction of a Ram temple. Many
BJP leaders attended the event.
BJP MLA from UP Surendra
Singh once again warned that the
sansad would break the law and go
against the Constitution (on the eve
of the Constitution Day).
Last year, the event was organised
on November 24, 25 and 26 in
Udupi, Karnataka, to deliberately
overlap with the Constitution Day.
Notice the use of sansad. The move
from sansad (Lok Sabha) to dharma
sansad is importantly worded. The
suggested ‘hurdle’ in the way of the
Ram temple is the Constitution.
How the BJP uses dates for its
programs
Since it has come to power, the
BJP has tried to associate dates with
its own leaders and agenda – whether
its good governance day (December
25) on A.B. Vajpayee’s birthday or
inaugurating the statue of Sardar
Patel on Indira Gandhi’s death
anniversary (October 31). The BJP
is leaving its mark on all important
dates. Even Vajpayee, as prime
minister, chose the birth anniversary
of Gautam Buddha to carry out a
nuclear test on November 11, 1998.
The media obliged by saying, “And
the Buddha smiled”
The BJP’s opposition to the
Constitution
The BJP and the Sangh parivar
have been opposed to the very idea of
our constitution. As the Constitution
was finalised in November 1949,
the RSS’s mouthpiece Organiser
(November 30, 1949) read:
The worst about the new

constitution of Bharat is that there
is nothing Bhartiya about it. . . .
There is no trace of ancient Bhartiya
constitutional laws. . . . Manu’s Laws
were written long before . . . To this
day his laws as enunciated in the
Manusmriti excite the admiration
of the world and elicit spontaneous
obedience and conformity. But to our
constitutional pundits that means
nothing.
This was a direct attack on
Ambedkar and the Constitution. It is
important to note that Ambedkar had
publicly burned the Manusmriti text
many years earlier, before drafting
the constitution. In the Constitution,
he ensured that it was erased legally
as well.
The BJP has tried to change the
fundamentals of the Constitution
many times. In fact, Vajpayee
had formed a Constitution review
committee to alter it.
The Sangh parivar detests the
Constitution and Ambedkar. So
much so that, they go to the extent of
celebrating a day on which millions
mourn and pay homage to him.
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Rahul Gandhi’s ‘Hinduism on Display’ and RSS–BJP’s Hindutva
Ram Puniyani
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi,
the father of the nation, did say
that he is a Hindu; at the same
time he went on to say that religion
is a private matter for him. His
greatest disciple Jawaharlal Nehru
was a rationalist agnostic. He laid
the foundations of secular India
where the matters related to religion
were supposed to be dealt with at
social or personal level. Nearly six
decades after the death of the first
Prime Minster of India, matters
have drifted beyond imagination.
Nehru’s great grandson who began
his political career with no signs of
public display of religion, today is
making a clear public display of his
religiosity. Apart from stating that
he is a janeudhari (wearing sacred
thread), Shiv Bhakt to visiting
temples by the dozen, he also took
the pilgrimage to Mansarovar. The
Congress’ Madhya Pradesh unit
took out a “Ram Van Gaman Pad
yatra” and is promising a gaushala
(cow shed) in each panchayat. BJP
spokespersons are questioning all
these moves as if their monopoly in
such matters is under threat.
The result is that there are
critics labeling Congress politics
as being soft Hindutva. These signs
of the party of Gandhi and Nehru
are disturbing at one level. Still,
does it mean that the Congress is
abandoning the path of secularism,
the path outlined in our Constitution,
of religion being a matter of people’s
personal choices to be dealt with by
individuals–communities on their
own? Is Congress trying to walk the
path which RSS–BJP have pursued
to gain power, the path of political

polarization of communities along
religious lines, the path of divisive
politics, the path of abandoning
material issues while creating the
haze of emotive ones like Ram
Temple and Holy cow-beef?
After its defeat in the 2014
general elections, the A.K. Anthony
Committee set up by the Congress
gave the report that an important
cause of defeat of the Congress was
the popular perception that people
looked upon it as a pro-Muslim
party, which by implication meant
that it was being regarded as being
an anti-Hindu outfit. This came
in the background of the tireless
propaganda from the RSS–BJP
stable that the Congress has been
appeasing Muslims, Congress is
pro-Muslim, etc. This propaganda
has been mixed up with the lie
that Jawaharlal Nehru was the
descendant of a Muslim and that the
Congress is not interested in taking
care of interests of Hindus, and so on
and so forth. The argument was also
put forward that the Hindu BJP is on
one side and godless secularists are
on the other side.
If we want to go to the roots of
this false propaganda, we will have
to go back to many decades ago.
When the Indian National Congress
was formed, it represented rising
India; this umbrella organisation
of all Indians had members from
all the communities of India. This
got manifested in people like
Pherozhshah Mehta, Badruddin
Tyabaji becoming its initial
presidents. Right from that time,
communal elements, who were
the progenitors of future Hindu

Mahasabha–RSS ideology and
who represented the interests of the
Hindu landlords, started saying that
the Congress is appeasing Muslims.
After its founding, the RSS continued
with this propaganda; it was the
Hindu Mahasabha–RSS propaganda
against the leaders of the Congress,
especially Mahatma Gandhi, as
being pro-Muslim that created the
hatred that led Godse to kill the
father of the Nation. Following the
winning of independence, in keeping
with the spirit of democracy, special
policies were initiated to support
the minorities, such as that they
were permitted to have their own
educational institutions. This along
with Haj subsidy, which as such was a
subsidy to Air India, acted as a potent
weapon in the hands of the RSS
parivar to propagate the falsehood
of appeasement of minorities. This
malicious propaganda got a further
boost when the Congress, in a grave
mistake, overturned the verdict of
Supreme Court in the matter of Shah
Bano and got the Parliament to pass
the Muslim Women (Protection
of Rights on Divorce) Act, 1986.
This opened the flood gates for the
propaganda that ‘appeasement of
Muslims’ was being done by the
Congress. This was a grave error
of judgment, mostly forced by
protests by the conservative Muslim
elements against the Shah Bano
judgment.
This has not been the only flaw
in the Congress stand on secularism.
It failed to take decisive and firm
action in controlling riots and the
accusations made by secular activists
that the Congress has often acted in a
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biased manner against Muslims and
Sikhs are correct. The Congress role
in opening the gates of Babri mosque
was another important political
blunder, and it eventually led to
the demolition of Babri Mosque,
to which the Congress leadership
remained a mute spectator. Clearly,
its secularism had holes which could
not halt the march of Hindutva and
Hindu nationalism. It created the
grounds for the rise of the RSS.
Today, the Hindutva forces have
become strong enough for the
political discourse to be dictated
by their politics, the politics of the
RSS–BJP. Not only Congress, even
Mamata Bannerjee has lately shown
the tilt towards displaying such
religiosity by sanctioning subsidised
electricity for Durga Puja pandals
and participating in the Ram Navami
festival.
So, the question arises, can
the policies being pursued by
Rahul Gandhi led Congress be
termed as soft Hindutva? I would
like to answer, definitely no. The
unwanted tilt in display of religiosity
is basically an attempt to undo the
perception that has been created by
the RSS–BJP of the Congress being
pro-Muslim and undo the image of
being godless secularists. Hindutva
politics is based on Brahmanical
hierarchy of caste and gender; it
aims to gradually do away with
secular democracy and bring in
Hindu Rashtra. To combat this, what
is needed is adoption of inclusive
concept of Gandhi’s Hinduism,
where values of pluralism and
diversity have bigger importance. It
is surely a sign of regressive times
where Hindu nationalist discourse
is overtaking the better of Indian
nationalist ethos.
The RSS Parivar has been
successful in setting the terms
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of debate, confining it to ‘Hindu
RSS–BJP’ versus ‘pro Muslim,
godless secularists’. The display
of religiosity by the Congress is a
reaction to this debate, but it actually
means succumbing to the frame of
debate set by the RSS–BJP. The real
way it can be countered is by taking
up the issues of the marginalised
sections of the people, the majority of

whom are Hindus, like the farmers,
the oppressed castes and the victims
of patriarchy, the women. The
Congress took up the role of leading
the freedom movement against
British rule in yesteryears. It needs
to assume a similar role in freeing
the nation from the caste hierarchy,
communalism and patriarchy now.
Email: ram.puniyani@gmail.com

Central Government Ensnares Itself in
Northeast and Kashmir
Sandeep Pandey
First the Bhartiya Janata
Party led government in Delhi
was very enthusiastic about
conducting the National Register
of Citizens exercise in Assam on
the premise that this process will
identify all the illegal migrants from
Bangladesh who entered Assam
after 24 March, 1971, the date of
creation of Bangladesh, who could
then be sent back to Bangladesh.
The assumption was that most of
these illegal immigrants would be
Muslims. However, the government
developed cold feet after it realised
that among the 40.07 lakh people
who have been left out of NRC,
the majority are not Muslims but
Hindus. Now it is trying to push the
Citizenship (Amendment) Bill which
will allow non-Muslim citizens
from Afghanistan, Bangladesh and
Pakistan who arrived in India on
or before December 31, 2014 to
acquire Indian citizenship easily.
This Bill is facing stiff opposition
from the Assamese society. Akhil
Gogoi, leader of Krishak Mukti
Sangram Samiti, along with 70 other
organisations, has launched a frontal
attack on the government. What

the BJP central leadership doesn't
realise is that Assamese society is
not divided on communal lines like
in Gujarat, Maharashtra or parts of
the Hindi speaking heartland. For the
Assamese people, the bigger fear is
linguistic and cultural domination
by Bengalis. Assamese society
itself is a product of assimilation of
locals with outsiders from diverse
backgrounds. The Assamese are not
a homogenous community. But they
clearly make a distinction between
people who came before 1971
and those who came afterwards.
Assamese nationality is as assertive
as Tamil or Bengali nationality, and
has a distinct identity.
Meanwhile, in Assam itself,
the All Bodo Students' Association
under the leadership of Pramod Boro
is demanding a separate statehood
for Bodoland. After a long struggle,
the Bodoland Territorial Council
was created in 2003 comprising four
districts of Chirang, Buxa, Kokrajhar
and Udlagiri. Out of 40 government
departments, all except Home and
Finance were transferred to BTC by
the Assam government. However,
the Assam government continues
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to maintain its stranglehold on
BTC as all resolutions passed by
BTC are subject to final approval
of the Assam assembly, which is
against the spirit of Schedule VI of
Constitution as a part of which the
BTC was created. So far, except for
one out of 28, all Bills passed by
BTC have been stuck at the Assam
assembly level. Even though the
population living in the above
mentioned four districts is 12% of
the population of Assam, only 2%
of the state budget is allocated to
BTC. Schools are being starved
of teachers and textbooks in Bodo
language. Same is the situation
with other departments. Rampant
corruption prevents whatever little
benefits can reach people. Hence
Bodo people are now disillusioned
and feel that only as a separate state
can they prosper. In recent talks with
the Home minister, it is believed
that Indian government has offered
a Union Territory status to Bodoland
but that is not acceptable to the
Bodos.
In neighbouring Nagaland, the
popular demand is for autonomy.
Peace talks have been going on
between the Government of India
and various Naga groups for the last
21 years without any resolution. The
latest rounds of talks with the Modi
government seem to have reached
some conclusion. But Naga people
are very clear that they want a
separate Constitution and a separate
flag. They see themselves living not
under the Indian Constitution but
in peaceful coexistence with India.
The Nagas have never considered
themselves to be part of India.
They feel they were first divided
among two countries—India and
Myanmar—by the British, and
then by India into different states
like Nagaland, Arunachal Pradesh,

Manipur, Assam and Mizoram.
They aspire for a separate sovereign
identity.
H o w e v e r, t h e e x p e r i e n c e
of Kashmiris with a separate
Constitution has not been very
good. All the promises made by the
Government of India at the time
of signing of the Instrument of
Accession by Maharaja Hari Singh
have been violated. The separate
flag is still there but it doesn't have
the sanctity the flag of a sovereign
state should have. It is difficult to
even obtain a copy of the Jammu
and Kashmir Constitution now.
Articles 370 and 35A of Indian
Constitution which grant a special
status to J&K are there only for
namesake. Famous Kashmiri poet
and writer Zareef Ahmad Zareef
described it as a lock on a door to a
room which doesn't have anything
inside. People of Kashmir feel
cheated by the the Government
of India (GoI). According to
the initial agreement, except for
Defence, Communications and
Foreign Affairs, in all other matters
sovereignty was supposed to rest
with the state government. The use
of pellet guns on people of Kashmir
was the ultimate inhuman treatment
meted out to them. It is unthinkable
that GoI could have used these pellet
guns on an unruly crowd anywhere
else in the country. It is an example
of the step-motherly treatment
meted out to people of J&K. People
pelting stones at security forces were
accused by GoI of having accepted
money from Pakistan. There can
be nothing more ridiculous than
this. This is admitting the fact that
Pakistan is able to control each and
every individual in Kashmir. If that
is so, the question arises, what are
the security forces and intelligence
agencies then doing? And if religion

is the basis on which Pakistan has
been able to steer people towards its
side, why isn't India able to convince
people of Nepal of its point of view.
It is an open fact that Nepalese
people harbour an anti-India feeling,
especially after India blockaded
supplies to Nepal when Nepal
refused to bow to the Indian wish
of making amendments in their new
Constitution to favour the pro-India
Madhesi people. During the Modi
regime, the situation has worsened in
J&K. Even people who had moved
closer to accepting integration with
India from a previous position of
autonomy are now finding it difficult
to accept Indian hegemony. The GoI
has hurt the sentiments of people of
Kashmir beyond repair.
Email: ashaashram@yahoo.com
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GMO Potato Creator Now Fears its Impact on Human Health
Ken Roseboro
Of all the genetic engineers who
have renounced the technology—
Arpad Pusztai, Belinda Martineau,
Thierry Vrain and John Fagan,
among others—because of its
shortsighted approach and ability to
produce unintended and potentially
toxic consequences, Caius Rommens’
story may be the most compelling.
Rommens was director of
research at Simplot Plant Sciences
from 2000 to 2013 where he led
development of the company’s
genetically engineered Innate
potato. But over time, Rommens
started to have serious doubts about
his work and worried about potential
health risks from eating the GMO
potatoes, which are now sold in
4,000 supermarkets in the US.
Rommens’ concerns about GMO
potato led him to write a book,
Pandora’s Potatoes, which was
recently published. The book is
a case study on how a scientist’s
initial enthusiasm about genetic
engineering turns to doubt and
fear as he realises the hazards the
technology can create.
I recently interviewed Caius
Rommens about his work on
developing the GMO potato and
the misgivings he now has about it.
Pl e a se des cribe your work
developing GMO potatoes and
your position at Simplot.
Caius Rommens: I left my
position as team leader at Monsanto
to start an independent biotech
effort at Simplot. During the 12
years I worked there, I designed a
genetically modified potato that I

believed was resistant to bruise and
late blight, and that could be used to
produce French fries that were less
coloured and less carcinogenic than
normal fries.
The main genetic engineering of
the Simplot GMO potatoes was
silencing genes called RNAi. What
are some of the possible negative
consequences of silencing genes?
CR: Silencing is not genespecific. Any gene with a similar
structure to the silencing construct
may be silenced as well. It is even
possible that the silencing that
takes place inside the GM potatoes
affects the genes of animals eating
these GM potatoes. I am most
concerned about bees that don’t eat
GM potatoes but may use GM potato
pollen to feed their larvae. Based on
my assessment of the literature, it
appears that the silencing constructs
are active in pollen.
You say that silencing the
PPO (polyphenol oxidase, a
gene responsible for browning in
potatoes) gene increases toxins that
accumulate in the GMO potatoes.
Why are these toxins produced
and what effects could these toxins
produce on human health?
CR: Ex-colleagues of mine had
shown that PPO-silencing increases
the levels of alpha-aminoadipate by
about six-fold. Alpha-aminoadipate
is a neurotoxin, and it can also react
with sugars to produce advanced
glycoxidation products implicated
in a variety of diseases.
(A Monsanto GM corn
variety, LY038, was found to have
high concentrations of alpha-

aminoadipate, and an application
for its approval in Europe in 2009
was withdrawn after regulators
raised safety questions.)
There is no data on the actual
levels of alpha-aminoadipate in GM
potatoes, but I believe that Simplot
should carefully determine these
levels.
Similarly, ex-colleagues had
shown that the damaged and bruised
tissues of potatoes may accumulate
high levels of tyramine, another
toxin. Such damaged tissues are
normally identified and trimmed,
but they are concealed, or partially
concealed, and much of it is not
trimmed in GM potatoes. Therefore,
it seems important that Simplot
should determine the full spectrum
of possible tyramine levels in their
GM potatoes.
Another potential toxin is
chaconine-malonyl. There is little
known about this compound, but
ex-colleagues had shown that it is
increased by almost 200 percent
upon PPO-silencing. This should be
investigated.
In your book you write that the
GMO potatoes don’t eliminate
bruising but just conceal it. Please
explain.
CR: PPO-silencing prevents
the darkening of bruises. The
suppression of symptoms is so
effective that we believed we had
overcome the bruise issue. It took
me a lot of time to understand that
GM potatoes still have bruises—
invisible bruises—that are just as
damaged as the darkening bruises
of normal potatoes. In other words,
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the invisible bruises still are entry
points for pathogens and exit points
for water, which are two important
issues during storage.
In addition to the claim of
eliminating bruises, Simplot
says the Innate potato provides
“protection against late blight
pathogen,” and “reduced
asparagine, which contributes to
reduced acrylamide in cooked
potatoes.” What are your reactions
to these claims?
CR: The GM potato does contain
a resistance gene that provides
protection against late blight. The
problem is that nobody knows how
long the protection will last. Plant
breeders have tested many different
resistance genes in the past, and these
genes are almost always overcome
by quickly evolving pathogens.
Another issue is that late blight
is usually accompanied by other
pathogens. In humid regions of
the world where late blight is most
active, there are dozens of other
pathogens. So, growing GM potatoes
with a single resistance gene in, for
example, Bangladesh is like getting
vaccinated for one tropical disease
and then moving to the tropics where
there are many other diseases.
Next, the reduced asparagine
levels do lower the amount of
acrylamide in French fries, but
these levels are already very low in
normal fries. Simplot argues that the
reduced acrylamide levels reduce
carcinogenicity, but I could not find
any reliable studies demonstrating
that normal fries are carcinogenic.
The title of your book is Pandora’s
Potatoes. What led you to choose
this title?
CR: During the five years after
my departure from Simplot, I realised

that I had not been rigorous enough
in considering the possibility that
my modifications might have caused
unintended effects. I then studied
the publicly available literature that
was relevant to my past work, and
identified a number of issues that had
been hidden from my view. My GM
potatoes had “hidden” issues—like
Pandora’s Box.
What do you think should be done
with these GMO potatoes?
CR: I believe that, for the
short term, GM potatoes entering
the consumer market should be
evaluated for the incidence of hidden
bruise and infections and the range
in levels of toxins such as alphaaminoadipate and tyramine.
Do you think the problems you
experienced in GMO potatoes will
be similar in other GMO plants?
CR: It is my experience that
genetic engineers are biased and
narrow-minded. They may not be
able to critically assess their own
creations.
What is your perspective on
genetic engineering now after
your work with the GMO potato
and misgivings about it?
CR: My concern about genetic
engineering is that the absence of
unintentional effects can never be
guaranteed. It may take dozens of
years before these effects reveal
themselves, and we should be
extremely cautious applying the
technology.
What is your perspective on
CRISPR/gene editing?
CR: The problem with CRISPR
is that it changes the function of a
gene in all tissues of an organism.
This is a very important limitation,

because gene changes are mostly
“useful” only if implemented in a
single tissue.
CRISPR has the same problems
as genetic engineering. In my
book, I explain that it requires
manipulations in tissue culture that
cause mutations. These mutations
have a negative effect on crop
performance and cannot be removed
from certain crops including apple
and potato.
What do you see as the best
alternatives to GMO or
conventional mono-cropped
potatoes?
CR: Genetic engineering is
meant to increase crop uniformity.
I believe the opposite approach—to
increase crop diversity—will be
more effective in increasing the
sustainability of farming.
I am most hopeful in the
efforts of small companies such as
Solynta (a Dutch company that has
developed an innovative non-GMO
technology for targeted breeding
of potatoes). The main benefit of
Soylnta’s approach is that it breeds
potatoes that have a simpler genetic
structure than cultivated potatoes—
more like that of wild potatoes—so
that genetic traits can be combined
much more effectively.
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Vilifying the Intelligentsia
Prabhat Patnaik
Narendra Modi said the
other day, rather disparagingly,
that the “Urban Naxals” live in
air-conditioned comfort. Since
all who speak or write in public
upholding the right to dissent from
the Hindutva positions, including
even known critics of the Left,
which means virtually all members
of the intelligentsia who display any
integrity, have been dubbed “Urban
Naxals” by his government, his
remark in effect amounts to targeting
the entire intelligentsia.
His remark constitutes an
utterly crude attempt to delegitimise
any intellectual position that is
unpalatable for the government, by
suggesting that those who hold such
positions live in comfort and hence
should not be taken seriously by the
people, i.e., the very fact of their
living in comfort itself makes their
arguments false as far as the people
are concerned.
His statement is absurd for
at least three reasons. First, most
of the people arrested in the last
few months as “Urban Naxals”
have been civil rights activists
working among tribal and other
marginalised people and living with
them under considerable hardship, as
authentic activists of all descriptions
including Left political activists
generally do; their actual living
conditions are thus far removed from
Modi’s picture of air-conditioned
comfort. Secondly, Modi himself
and his friends in big business and
media, whose pronouncements
he would no doubt want people
to take seriously as constituting
the “truth”, do not exactly live in

penury; indeed they live in greater
air-conditioned comfort than
anyone else in the country. (One
of them even has a notorious highrise residence in Mumbai entirely
for himself). Thirdly and most
pertinently, the validity or otherwise
of an intellectual position has to be
established intellectually, and not
just by looking at the life-style of
the person holding such a position.
Indeed when the life-style of the
person holding a particular position
is invoked to negate that position,
then we can be sure that underlying
such invoking is an inability to
confront it intellectually.
But this habit of trying to
negate intellectual positions by
simply running down in the eyes
of the people the persons holding
these positions, characterises all
the right-wing movements (which
are sometimes misleadingly called
“populist”) that are coming up all
over the world. All of them negate
intellectual positions unpalatable to
them, not through arguments, but by
debunking in various ways the set
of intellectuals who advance such
positions. But since they themselves
do not have many intellectuals worth
the name, for if they did, then they
would confront criticism through
arguments rather than through mere
debunking, their debunking of
intellectuals who are not with them
amounts in effect to running down
all intellectuals: all intellectuals are
perceived by them to be actual or
potential threats in varying degrees.
In short they oppose the very activity
of intellection.
There is nothing surprising about

why such right-wing groups do not
have any intellectuals worth the
name. Intellection requires asking
questions, and a hallmark of all such
groups committed to bigotry in one
form or another is that the members
of the group are expected to swallow
unquestioningly what is given to
them from the top by the “leader”.
This does not necessarily mean that
they actually do not ask questions.
Many of them of course do not, but
others, one presumes, do; but those
who do keep that fact carefully
camouflaged, whether out of fear or
out of mere opportunism or out of
careerist considerations.
The upshot however is that
intellectual activity within such
groups takes the form of simply
propagating a set of thoughts handed
down, thoughts which are then
commonly articulated by everyone
in the group. It does not take the form
of any independent engagement by
its members with ideas or issues.
In situations where a right-wing
movement comes up all of a sudden
and rapidly springs to prominence,
it may succeed in enlisting the
support of some already established
prominent intellectual, and thereby
claim some intellectual pedigree; but
even in such a case it is a question
of the movement’s co-existence for
convenience with some intellectuals
and not of any intellectual activity
within the movement itself. On
the other hand, in old and wellestablished movements, like the
Hindutva movement, the scope
for even such arrangements of
convenience scarcely exists. Since
the ideas are handed down from
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the founder through the leaders
who have followed, even claiming
borrowed intellectual pedigree
becomes too risky, lest it create
confusion among the ranks owing to
some lack of synchrony between the
ideas of the intellectual “owned” for
convenience and the handed-down
ideas of the leaders.
Such movements therefore are
intrinsically and essentially antiintellectual, not just anti-Left but
opposed to any form of independent
intellection; and hence they are
opposed to education per se, which
by its very nature constitutes an
activity that demands intellection in
the quest for knowledge.
There is a fundamental difference
here between the Left and the Right.
The Left traditionally has been
supportive of ideas in general, of the
quest for knowledge in general. It
has no doubt been supportive in this
sense in the belief that within such
an ambience Left-wing ideas will
flourish because of their intellectual
worth, but that is irrelevant. The
point is that it has been supportive.
Many Left activists in India for
example have helped to build
schools and colleges, not with the
narrow objective of propagating Left
ideas (in the way that the RSS uses
schools to propagate RSS ideas), but
for simply promoting thinking, for
promoting a quest for knowledge
in society. These institutions have
not been Party institutions in any
sense, or institutions controlled by
the particular Party activists who
founded them; on the contrary,
those who founded them have
tended to move on with their work,
having planted this tiny seed for the
society’s future.
The Right on the other hand has
a totally different perspective, which

is manifested in the fact that one of
the most enduring legacies of the
present BJP government, for which
it will be long remembered, is the
havoc it has wrought on the system
of education, especially the system
of higher education, in the country.
This has not been a matter of hamhandedness of a particular minister;
or of shoddy treatment meted out to
a particular institution; or of simply
one group of persons, associated
with running educational institutions
earlier in the pre-BJP period, being
replaced by another group of persons
acceptable to the BJP,who happen
to be less able or less experienced
or less academically-minded.
The damage has been systematic,
pervasive, and caused not by some
sociological difference between one
set of administrators and another, but
by the structural fact that Hindutva
bigotry cannot afford to stand any
scrutiny of itself, and hence cannot
stand any vibrant institution of
higher education, since the very
raison d etre of such an institution
is to scrutinise everything.
Hindutva can acquire hegemony
only by killing thought per se. Its
opposition to intellectual activity that
is critical of itself must necessarily
get transformed into an opposition to
intellectual activity as such.
But it is not enough that the
tribe of intellectuals be victimised
officially. If they command respect
in society, then such victimisation
can boomerang on the ruling Party
by creating sympathy for them
among the people. The victimisation
of intellectuals must be accompanied
therefore by a vilification of
intellectuals, so that they lose their
moral standing among the people.
The people must be made to see
them as “the other”. Epithets like

“Urban Naxals”, “anti-national”
elements, an immoral “Englishspeaking crowd”, a group wallowing
in “air-conditioned luxury”, become
essential for this purpose. Along
with the Muslims, the Dalits, the
marginalised groups, the intellectuals
too must be made aliens as far as the
people are concerned.
This becomes particularly
important in a society where
intellectuals traditionally have
been held in high esteem among
the people, a legacy of our castebased feudal past (even though the
intellectuals of yore would have
been a very different lot from the
intellectuals of a post-colonial
society who still bear the marks of
being the product of an anti-colonial
struggle). It is ironical that a Party
like the BJP that upholds essential
aspects of our feudal past like the
caste system (which is central to all
orthodox Hinduism and therefore
permeates the Hindutva project)
should be striving so vigorously
to destroy an important legacy of
that past, namely the esteem for
intellectuals or persons engaged in
mental labour.
It is also not surprising that
it is doing so by attributing to
them “capitalist vices” like living
in air-conditioned comfort. The
irony again, however, consists
in the fact that this is being done
by a government that claims as
its most important plus-point its
ability to usher in rapid capitalist
development, even to the extent
of opening the economy to the
unfettered operation of international
capital. But this irony is inherent in
the logic of contemporary neoliberal
capitalism.
Email: prabhatptnk@gmail.com
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Anniversaries That Never Will Be
Tom Engelhardt
We’re already two years past the
crystal anniversary and eight years
short of the silver one, or at least we
would be, had it been a wedding—
and, after a fashion, perhaps it was.
On October 7, 2001, George W. Bush
launched the invasion—“liberation”
was the word often used then—of
Afghanistan. It was the start of the
second Afghan War of the era, one
that, all these years later, still shows
no signs of ending. Though few
realised it at the time, the American
people married war. Permanent,
generational, infinite war is now
embedded in the American way of
life, while just about the only part
of the government guaranteed ever
more soaring dollars, no matter what
it does with them, is the US military.
This October 7th marked the 17th
anniversary of that first of so many
still-spreading conflicts. In league
with various Afghan warlords, the
US military began moving into that
country, while its Air Force launched
a fierce campaign, dropping large
numbers of precision munitions
and hundreds of cluster bombs.
Those were meant not just for alQaeda, the terror outfit that, the
previous month, had dispatched its
own precision air force—hijacked
American commercial jets—to take
out iconic buildings in New York
and Washington, but the Taliban,
a fundamentalist sect that then
controlled most of the country. By
early 2002, that movement had
been ejected from its last provincial
capital, while Osama bin Laden had
fled into hiding in Pakistan. And so
it began.
The 17th anniversary of that

invasion passed in the heated
aftermath of the Kavanaugh hearings,
as the president was rallying his base
by endlessly bashing the Democrats
as an “angry mob” promoting
“mob rule.” So if you weren’t then
thinking about Afghanistan, don’t
blame yourself. You were in good
company.
On October 8th, for instance,
the front page of my hometown
newspaper had headlines like “Court
Showdown Invigorates G.O.P.
in Crucial Races” and “20 Dead
Upstate as Limo Crashes on Way to
Party.” If you were old like me and
still reading the paper version of the
New York Times, you would have
had to make your way to page seven
to find out that such an anniversary
had even occurred. There, a modestsized article, headlined “On 17th
Anniversary of US Invasion, 54 Are
Killed Across Afghanistan,” began
this way:
“Kabul, Afghanistan—At
least 54 people have been killed
across Afghanistan in the past 24
hours, according to a tally based
on interviews with officials on
Sunday—17 years to the day [after]
American forces invaded the country
to topple the Taliban regime. The
violence was a reminder that the war
has only raged deadlier with time,
taking a toll on both the Afghan
security forces and the civilians
caught in the crossfire.”
And that, really, was that.
Little other mention anywhere
and no follow-up. No significant
commentary or major op-eds.
No memorials or ceremonies.
No thoughts from Congress. No

acknowledgement from the White
House.
Yes, 3,546 American and NATO
troops had died in those long years
(including seven Americans so far
in 2018). There have also been
Afghan deaths aplenty, certainly tens
of thousands of them in a country
where significant numbers of people
are regularly uprooted and displaced
from their homes and lives. And 17
years later, the Taliban controls more
of the country than at any moment
since 2002; the US-backed Afghan
security forces are reportedly taking
casualties that may, over the long
run, prove unsustainable; provincial
capitals have been briefly seized by
insurgent forces; civilian deaths,
especially of women and children,
are at their highest levels in years (as
are US and Afghan air strikes); alQaeda has grown and spread across
significant parts of the Middle East
and Africa; a bunch of other terror
outfits, including ISIS, are now
in Afghanistan; and ISIS, like alQaeda (of which it was originally an
offshoot), has also franchised itself
globally.
In other words, 17 years later,
what was once known as the Global
War on Terror and is now a set
of conflicts that no one here even
bothers to name has only grown
worse. Meanwhile, the military that
American presidents repeatedly
hailed as the greatest fighting force in
history continues to battle fruitlessly
across a vast swath of the planet.
Afghanistan, of course, remains
America’s “longest war,” as articles
regularly acknowledged some
years ago. These days, however,
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it has become so eternal that it
has evidently outgrown the label
“longest.”
(Un)Happy Anniversary indeed!
Wedded to War
If you consider this the
anniversary of a marriage made in
hell, then you would also have to
think of the war on terror that started
in Afghanistan as having had a brood
of demon children—the invasion of
Iraq being the first of them—and by
now possibly even grandchildren.
Meanwhile, the first actual American
children born after the 9/11 attacks
can now join the US military and
go fight in . . . well, Afghanistan,
where about 14,000 American
military personnel, possibly tens
of thousands of private contractors,
and air power galore (as well as the
CIA’s drones) remain active indeed.
And keep in mind that Americans
aren’t the only people wedded to
war in the twenty-first century.
However, when it comes to the
others I have in mind, it’s not a
matter of anniversaries ignored,
but anniversaries that will never
be. Let’s start with a recent barely
reported incident in Afghanistan.
On October 5th, either the US Air
Force or the Afghan one that has
been armed, trained, and supported
by the US military destroyed part of
a “wedding procession” in Kandahar
Province, reportedly killing four and
wounding eight, including women
and children. (By the way, on the day
of the 17th anniversary of the war,
an Afghan air strike reportedly killed
10 children.) We don’t know—and
probably never will—which air
force was responsible, nor do we
know if the bride or groom survived,
no less whether they will marry
and someday celebrate their 17th
anniversary.
All we know and probably will

ever know is that, in the melee that
is still Afghanistan, the obliteration
of that wedding procession was just
one more scarcely noted, remarkably
repetitive little nightmare to which
Americans will pay no attention
whatsoever. Admittedly, when
directly asked by pollsters 17 years
later, a near majority of them (49%)
do think that US goals still remain
unmet in that country and, according
to other recent polls, somewhere
between 61% and 69% of Americans
would support the withdrawal of
all US forces there. That, however,
is anything but a stunning figure
given that, in 2011, a Washington
Post–ABC News poll indicated that
two-thirds of Americans believed
the Afghan war “no longer worth
fighting.” Evidently it’s now simply
no longer worth giving a moment’s
thought to.
Essentially unnoticed here, the
destruction of wedding parties by
US air power has, in fact, been a
relative commonplace in these years
of endless war across the Greater
Middle East. The first time American
air power obliterated a wedding in
Afghanistan was in late December
2001. US B-52 and B-1B bombers
mistakenly took out much of a village
in Paktia Province killing more
than 100 civilians while wedding
festivities were underway, an event
barely noted in the American media.
We do not know if the bride and
groom survived. (Imagine, however,
the non-stop media attention if a
terrorist had attacked a wedding in
this country and killed anyone, no
less the bride or groom!)
The second incident we know
of took place in Khost Province in
Eastern Afghanistan in May 2002
while a wedding was underway and
villagers were firing in the air, a
form of celebration there. At least
10 people died and many more

were wounded. The third occurred
that July in Oruzgan Province
when the US Air Force dropped
seven 2,000-pound bombs on a
wedding party, again evidently after
celebratory firing had taken place,
wiping out unknown numbers of
villagers including, reportedly, a
family of 25 people. In July 2008, a
missile from a US plane took out a
party escorting a bride to the groom’s
house in Nuristan Province, killing
at least 47 civilians, 39 of them
women and children, including the
bride. The next month in Laghman
Province, American bombers killed
16 Afghans in a house, including
12 members of a family hosting a
wedding. In June 2012, in Logar
Province, another wedding party was
obliterated, 18 people dying (half of
them children). This was the only
one of these slaughters for which
the US military offered an apology.
And that’s just what I happen
to know about wedding parties in
Afghanistan in these years. Don’t
forget Iraq either, where in May
2004 US jets attacked a village near
the Syrian border filled with people
sleeping after a wedding ceremony,
killing at least 42 of them, including
“27 members of the [family hosting
the wedding ceremony], their
wedding guests, and even the band
of musicians hired to play at the
ceremony.” Of that attack, the man
who was then commander of the
US 1st Marine Division and is now
secretary of defense, James “Mad
Dog” Mattis, said dismissively,
“How many people go to the middle
of the desert . . . to hold a wedding 80
miles from the nearest civilisation?”
And don’t forget the 15 or so
Yemenis on the way to a wedding in
December 2013 who were “mistaken
for an al-Qaeda convoy” and taken
out by a US drone. As I’ve written
elsewhere, since September 11,
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2001, we’ve been number one . . .
in obliterating wedding parties. Still,
we’ve had some genuine competition
in recent years—above all, the Saudis
in their brutal American-backed and
-supplied air war in Yemen. From
an incident in September 2015 in
which their missiles killed more than
130 Yemenis at a wedding reception
(including the usual women and
children) to a strike on a wedding in
April of this year that took out the
groom, they’ve run a close second
to the US. And then there’s ISIS,
which, from Afghanistan to Turkey,
seems to have a knack of its own for
sending its version of a precision air
force (suicide bombers) to take out
weddings.
All of these, of course, represent
anniversaries that will never be,
which couldn’t be sadder. In truth, if
you live in any of the battle zones of
the still-expanding war on terror, you
should probably think twice about
getting married or at least having a
wedding ceremony. Since Americans
don’t focus on such moments in our
never-ending conflicts, they have
no way of seeing them as the heart
and soul of the twenty-first-century
American way of war. And of course
there’s always the question that
General Mattis raised to take into
account: What are you going to do
with people who insist on getting
married in the desert—other than
slaughter them?
Afghan Previews?
Only days after the 9/11 attacks,
every member of Congress but
one voted in favor of the Bush
administration’s authorisation of
military force that opened the way
not just for the Afghan invasion, but
so much else that followed. The sole
no vote came from Representative
Barbara Lee (D-CA), who warned
that “a rush to launch precipitous
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military counterattacks runs too
great a risk that more innocent men,
women, children will be killed.”
How right she proved to be.
By now, there is the equivalent of
unending “towers” of dead women
and children in the Greater Middle
East, while millions of Afghans and
others have been displaced from
their homes and record millions
more sent fleeing across national
boundaries as refugees. That, in turn,
has helped fuel the “populist” right
in both Europe and the US, so in a
sense, Donald Trump might be said
to be one result of the invasion of
Afghanistan—of, that is, a twentyfirst-century American push to
unsettle the world. Who knows what
else (and who else) America’s wars
may produce before they end, as they
will someday?
Here, however, is one possibility
that, at this point, isn’t part of
any thinking in this country but
perhaps should be. In the wake of
America’s first Afghan War (19791989), the Red Army, the stymied

military forces of the other Cold
War superpower, the Soviet Union,
finally limped out of that “bleeding
wound”—as Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev called Afghanistan.
They would return to a sapped,
fragmenting empire and a country
that would implode less than two
years later.
In that post-Afghan moment of
victory—the end of the Cold War—
nothing of the Russian experience
was recognised as instructive for
the last superpower on planet Earth.
Here’s my question, then: What
if that first Afghan War was the
real-world equivalent of a movie
preview? Someday, when the second
Afghan War finally ends and the US
military limps home from its many
imperial adventures abroad as the
Red Army once did, will it, too, find
an empire on the verge of imploding
and a country in deep trouble?
Is that really beyond imagining
anymore? And if it were so, wouldn’t
that be an anniversary to remember?

Venezuela’s Constituent Assembly and
the Rise of Fascism
Cira Pascual Marquina
A conversation with Julio
Escalona, a socialist activist in
Venezuela since his youth days,
presently professor of economy in
Venezuela’s Central University, and
member of Venezuela’s Constituent
Assembly.
Recently you wrote an article
about the resurgence of fascism
in our continent, as embodied in
Brazilian presidential candidate
Jair Bolsonaro. You hypothesise
that, if the economy continues
its chaotic course and the

pauperisation of Venezuela’s
masses goes forward, a fascist
option could emerge in here. Can
you tell us about this?
As long as the welfare state
existed and relations of power
evolved under it, fascist projects
were impeded. There have always
been fascist practices, that is to
say violence, torture, violations of
human rights, attacks on democracy,
which generally are fascist practices.
They’ve always been present in
Venezuela but without being the usual
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political method. What’s been usual
in Venezuela has been a combination
of forms of struggle: there was an
authoritarian government, which was
maintained by concessions to people
and workers and also buttressed by
repression, in what was called “the
war against insurgents.”
Today in global capitalism,
finance capital has become
hegemonic. Financial capital cannot
coexist easily with democracy,
because it liquidates the spaces
of interclass negotiation, which
was the social and political basis
for representative democracy.
Liquidating those spaces of
negotiation means that there are two
options: either a move toward fascism
or a growing popular movement,
which is what the Chavista period
represented in Venezuela. The
option that in fact emerged here
was that of the popular movement
and the practice of participative and
protagonic democracy.
Moreover, our popular struggle
r elied o n s o meth in g C h av ez
developed, which was both the
worldview and the practice of
solidarity. Practicing solidarity
developed because people could see
the advantages of solidarity, but it led
the Empire to realise that the way to
defeat Chavismo would be to defeat
the concrete practice of solidarity
here: stimulating individualism and
promoting egoist solutions.
To do that, imperialism worked
to make Venezuelan society chaotic,
destroying forms of organisation and
relations of solidarity. That is what
has been happening in Venezuela:
a process of destroying relations of
solidarity along with a reawakening
of individualism through what is here
called bachaqueo [the widespread
practice of acquiring subsidised
products (i.e. cornmeal, toilet paper,
etc.) and reselling them at higher
prices], which is in essence the

individual solution. Individual
solutions of that kind are only
possible by damaging the collective,
which is precisely what capital tries
to do.
So we have entered into a process
in which individual solutions have
not exactly won out, but they have
been strengthened and the fabric of
solidarity has begun to weaken. One
thing goes hand-in-hand with the
other: you weaken the social fabric
and relations of solidarity, at the same
time as you strengthen individualism.
That’s what’s underway right now in
Venezuela.
Fascist experiences tend to result
from a frustration of the popular
movement. The popular movement
had begun to emerge in Germany.
The communist party got to be very
strong there. However, defeating
the communists and the socialists
in Germany led to fascism, because
the liberal position and especially
the neoliberal position is based
on weakening the state, but above
all in weakening the state as a
representative of the population’s
interests. At the same time, the
state is strengthened as a vehicle of
repression and persecution.
That’s how we get to a situation
of a fascist kind, since it amounts to
strengthened power that is located
above society, which decides
people’s rights and determining
what is done and not done, while
forcefully encouraging one to think
about oneself. It tells you: it doesn’t
matter if you kill, it doesn’t matter if
you torture, it doesn’t matter if it’s a
dictatorship. But you can work things
out for yourself.
In Venezuela, the Right is trying
to frustrate the Chavist process,
because they know that frustrating
it will lead to a reaction in the
opposite direction. State power,
which Chavismo used to respond to
popular demands, could be used to

repress. This would go hand-in-hand
with a fascist demagogic discourse,
showing how you can enrich
yourself, you can live better. That
discourse tells you: you shouldn’t
be so stupid as to think about other
people!
Faced with this, what is the
government doing?
The government should
confront this situation. It has the
political and legal tools—all the
necessary instruments to confront
the Right’s main tactic today, which
is permanently raising prices. The
Right does this because it’s what
most hurts the people. As a result
you cannot buy a kilo of meat.
Nobody can buy it! That’s the truth!
Nor can you buy a kilo of chicken.
That’s to say the basic goods
that people use can’t be bought, but
neither can you get anything else.
When they became aware that the
people were eating vegetables, then
they raised their prices. Salaries
were raised significantly as a result
of the measures taken by President
Maduro, and when they became
aware of this, what did they do?
They raised prices to such a degree
that salaries now don’t allow you to
buy anything!
The government has to confront
inflation, and it possesses the
means to do so. It can establish a
new relation between the Bolivar
and the Petro and raise the real
salary. Those are steps that can be
taken. They are not easy of course,
because businessmen will begin to
hoard basic goods. However, the
government also has the instruments
to solve these problems.
On the subject of fascism, in
2017 we saw a fascist uprising.
It was in the face of this fascist
outbreak that President Maduro
called for a National Constituent
Assembly (ANC), which had two
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tasks. The first was to change the
correlation of forces to end the
fascist insurrection. That was
successful. However, the ANC
also was charged with writing
a new constitution. Can you
tell us how the ANC is working
internally? Has there been a
debate in commissions and is the
new constitution being developed?
The idea that the government
had in convoking the ANC was, as
you said, to defeat street violence.
The Venezuelan people understood
this clearly and massively went out
to vote for it.
But the question of violence was
not properly understood. People
have said: “peace triumphed.”
However, what was defeated was
street violence, so the opposition
changed their form of struggle and
began a battle on the economic front,
which is where we have not been
able to defeat them.
So, we defeated the street
violence but not the economic war.
One form of violence was ended,
but other forms became stronger. It’s
there that they have hit most hard.
That’s the case because while the
street violence jammed up the city
and created chaos, it never had the
people’s support.
For that reason, defeating street
violence was easy. Maduro did what
one does in that sort of situation:
appeal to the people. Convoking
the ANC was a way of mobilising
people, and that was correct.
Nevertheless, where we have not
been able to mobilise people is in the
struggle against the economic war.
Winning that struggle would
require making people conscious
of the nature of the problem. It’s a
question of awareness because the
Chavista movement, the Bolivarian
movement, has enough people to
deal with the economic emergency.
Yet it’s there that we have failed, in
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mobilising people to confront the
economic war.
Additionally, the government
has not taken the steps to limit
prices and keep basic goods from
disappearing—in effect, all the
things that make up the economic
war. If it’s a war, that means it cannot
be resolved only through dialogue.
In a war, of course, there are spaces
for dialogue, but only if you have
both sides wanting to negotiate. But
what in fact happened is one side
wanted to dialogue and the other
side pretended to want to do it, went
to the table, approved things that
they immediately broke, making
the government appear ridiculous in
front of the population.
The government says, “We
agreed on such and such prices.”
What’s more, the businessmen
sign it and it comes out in the
official bulletin, but they break the
agreement immediately. Breaking
the agreement has to be punished by
the state! It hasn’t done so! For me,
that is the most serious problem that
we have now because it could cause
the population to lose confidence in
the government.
Up until now, the government
has been strong because it has
maintained people’s confidence.
That is what was proven in recent
elections. If that confidence is
broken, then we might have a critical
situation.
Fascist spaces now exist in
Venezuela without having had either
the opportunity nor the leadership
to go forward. The internal Right
[within the government] is working
to open opportunities for fascism,
while, from the outside, imperialism
is working to find the leaders who
can direct the movement. So I think
the political struggle in Venezuela
has to face the possibility that a
fascist movement could emerge that
would have a base in the country…

That danger exists in Venezuela,
and I think it is our most serious
problem now.
What is happening with the
National Constituent Assembly?
Are the commissions meeting? Is
there debate?
The National Constituent
Assembly has been working and
there is ample evidence of that. The
commissions (workgroups by area,
such as economy, gender, etc) are
the ones that have most of the work
for now, but those are closed-door
spaces.
The problem, from my point
of view, is that even though the
ANC has approved open debates
in the street, in the barrios, in rural
areas, etc., that hasn’t happened. A
void exists, and it has to be filled
soon! The debate internally within
the ANC cannot remain inside
the four walls of the Assembly
chambers. The leadership, the heads
of commissions, the delegates—
everybody must go out to debate in
public squares, in the barrios.
I myself have been to open
meetings, but initiatives like that
have occurred as a personal project.
They are not enough. According to
Hermann Escarra, who heads up the
Constitutional Commission, eighty
percent of the constitution’s text
is ready, but, where is the debate?
The open debate? I assume that
this problem will be solved. The
truth is that nobody has to ask for
permission to debate.
N o w, w h a t y o u s h o u l d
understand is that class struggle
expresses itself in all societies and
in all spaces of society. Thus, class
struggle is also found within the
government. I’m not making an
accusation; it’s simply a fact. There
is a very active class struggle in
Venezuela, and it expresses itself
within the government, within labor
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unions, and within all communities.
It’s necessary to overcome the
closed-door tendencies in this class
struggle.
In recent months, popular
Chavista movements have begun
to question the government. They
insist on being heard, and they
want the government to rectify
its errors. The best-known case
is the Admirable Campesino
March. Can you tell us about
this new phenomenon—these
rebellious movements that are
emerging within Chavismo—
and particularly about how
Venezuela’s peasant movement
might help to revitalise and rebuild
the Bolivarian Process.
The emergence of the campesinos
in the public arena is very important.
Indeed, it is the most important
political event in recent times.
Campesinos are a key social
element in Venezuela. After all, they
form part of a long struggle and they
produce our food. In Venezuela,
much of what we consume daily
is campesino production. The old
landowning class, the agribusiness
sector, produces to export. The
emerging agrarian Chavista capitalist
class, which is for now midsize, does
the same. Actually, even some of the
campesinos’ production ends up in
Colombia as a result of paramilitary
networks. Campesinos have been
denouncing this.
We have three very active
borders in Venezuela. The one with
Colombia is the most active, but
we also have important borders
with Brazil and with the Caribbean
islands. In a small boat, you can
reach many Caribbean islands.
It’s very hard to control the ocean,
and there is a lot of open-ocean
smuggling of agricultural products.
Of course, the contraband is sold in
exchange for hard currency, for US
dollars, which are a draw.

This is a very serious problem.
But despite the large amount of
contraband, the fruits and vegetables
that we eat daily are still produced
by campesinos.
The government must sit
and dialogue, as equals, with the
country’s campesino organisations.
The Admirable Campesino March,
as important as it is, is not the
only expression of campesino
organisation today. There are many,
many campesino organisations in the
country that must be heard.
There will be a Campesino
Congress to address these issues. It
probably won’t happen this year due
to the elections. Most likely it will be
next year, probably in January. The
Campesino Congress must directly
address class struggle in the rural
areas and attempt to resolve this
struggle in favor of the Venezuelan
nation, in favor of the people, and,
by the same token, in favor of the
campesinos who produce what we
eat.
To go forward, it’s important that
campesino organisations develop
as spaces of unity and political
consciousness. They must unite the
campesinos in the struggle against
large landowners, pushing for an
alliance with the state, making the
state come to their side. If that
doesn’t happen, the problem of the
rural areas will not be solved, and
we will not be able to solve our
problems related to food supply
and prices. The solution lies in
the campesino bloc, which the
Venezuelan state must listen to,
offering real solutions.
Today, there is an open struggle
between the large and medium
agrarian bourgeoisie versus the
campesinos. The only actor that
can solve this very serious crisis in
favor of the campesino bloc is the
state. So the state, the government,
must act! Only the state can solve

this situation, as it has the police,
the apparatus of repression (a part
of which, by the way, is actually
participating in the smuggling
business and is connected to noncampesino interests).
Can you tell us more about the
importance of class struggle in the
countryside today?
There are two very important
factors to consider today in analysing
class struggle in Venezuela. The
first is a campesino bloc, which is
growing in organisational terms
and also making demands that are
just ones. This is not a problem, we
should see this as a blessing!
The second factor is the struggle
between the campesinos versus
the large and middle landowning
class. Finally, there is a third factor:
mercenary forces (as well as, in
some cases, state forces), that are
participating directly, and they are
not siding with the campesinos.
These mercenary forces are already
in action: they steal and even burn
farmers’ crops.
All this is not being talked about,
but it needs to be known. The violence
created by non-campesino groups is
leading, once again, to displacement
of campesinos towards urban areas.
These displaced campesinos are
entering urban pockets of poverty.
We should understand that big
capital and especially finance capital
aims to take control of all spaces.
There is a very real process of
privatising war, and that is why it
is important to point to the growth
of mercenary forces. We must
understand that finance capital—a
supranational power with local
relations—is operating here.
When mercenaries come to the
scene and displace campesinos, they
are acting on behalf of supranational
interests. The mercenary forces in
Venezuela aren’t a bunch of petty
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criminals. They form part of an
strategically organised project, and
their mission is to take over the
Venezuelan countryside. The class
war in Venezuela has an important
mercenary component.
So again, in this open and intense
struggle, the government must side
with the campesinos.
We know of your deep concern for
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the fate of the Bolivarian Process . .
It is a well-known fact that
Venezuela is a region of particular
geopolitical interest for imperialism.
This is not only because of our natural
resources, which are important
enough, but also because there has
been a revolution here. The example
set by a profound process of change
is a serious problem for them.
Venezuela has been able to

defeat all imperialist offensives, and
that represents a challenge for them.
Imperialism is intent on defeating the
Bolivarian Process. That is why this
process is of great importance for the
peoples of the world, and if it was
defeated, it would begin to close off
revolutionary paths. That is why I
believe that international solidarity
with Venezuela is a revolutionary
duty for internationalists.

What’s Keeping the World from Ending AIDS
Vijay Prashad
If you cure illnesses, said
Goldman Sachs vice-president
Salveen Richter, it will disrupt
“sustained cash flow.” Far better
to find medical treatments that
provide some solace but that prolong
illnesses. Even better if these
treatments are both necessary and
expensive.
If you find a cure for an illness,
then you will find—as Richter
wrote in her analysis for Goldman
Sachs—“a gradual exhaustion of
the prevalent pool of patients.”
That’s the worst thing imaginable for
pharmaceutical companies and their
investors. Keep the goose alive as
long as it keeps laying golden eggs.
December 1, is World AIDS
Day. In 1987, two public information
officers at the United Nations’ World
Health Organization (WHO) came
up with the idea of such a day, which
was then promoted by the UN from
1988 onwards.
For a decade, World AIDS Day
helped shape public consciousness
about the ferocity of the disease. By
1990, almost 300,000 people had
died of acquired immune deficiency
syndrome per year, while about 10
million people carried the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) that

causes AIDS.
World AIDS Day and activist
groups fought to ensure that
AIDS was not seen as a curse on
homosexual men and that it was seen
as both preventable and curable. This
was an enormous burden, given the
homophobia in many societies and
the cuts to public health that states
around the world were being forced
into by the policy framework of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF).
By 2018, 30 years after the origin
of World AIDS Day, it is assumed
that such concern is anachronistic.
There is a sense that homophobia is
less virulent and that the health-care
industries—both the pharmaceutical
and medical sides—have taken hold
of this epidemic.
By last count of the WHO, more
than 70 million people have been
afflicted with HIV, and by the end
of 2017, 36.9 million people were
living with the virus (less than 1%
of the world’s population). It is true
that in many parts of the world,
HIV has been brought under control
by technologies of prevention and
of care. Part of this is because the
health-care infrastructure in the
affluent world has not been totally
devastated and partly because the

pharmaceutical industry has come
up with successful drugs to contain
the virus.
This is, of course, not the case for
the affluent world’s working poor,
who are sapped by the evisceration
of health care.
In other parts of the world—in
Africa and Asia, for instance—HIV
continues to be very dangerous. In
large parts of the African continent,
1 in 25 adults has the virus, just
above 4% of adults. These men and
women make up two-thirds of all
those people who carry HIV.
What is important to focus
on is that they live in countries
where the IMF has systematically
undermined state-provided health
care—particularly primary health
care—and where the cost of the
drugs to contain HIV remains
prohibitive.
It might well be that in the
affluent parts of the world one can
be sanguine about the HIV/AIDS
epidemic. But it is certainly not
something to dismiss in large parts
of the world where states remain
under pressure to cut costs and
where pharmaceutical companies
find human bodies upon whom to do
test trials rather than to cure.
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Right to health
It has long been the hope of
human beings that preventable
diseases should be eradicated by way
of changes in behavior and the use of
medicines. Every Indian child in the
1970s remembers the government
posters that urged people to boil their
water and to get vaccinated. It was
thought that primary health care and
education about health would pave
the way toward a healthier world.
At the 1978 WHO conference
at the then-Soviet city of Alma
Ata (now Almaty, Kazakhstan),
governments of most countries
said that by the year 2000 the level
of health would permit people “to
lead a socially and economically
productive life.” It was underlined
that “primary health care is the key
to attaining this target as part of
development in the spirit of social
justice.”
Since 1978, the UN General
Assembly has regularly argued,
as it did in 2012, for “universal
access to affordable and quality
health-care services.” But the policy
framework pushed on the majority
of the countries of the world went
in the other direction.
The focus on the bad policy
choices pushed on these countries
should have been laser-sharp after
the Ebola outbreak of 2013–2016
in West Africa. An important study
in The Lancet in 2015 found that
in the three countries hit hardest
by the outbreak—Guinea, Liberia
and Sierra Leone—IMF policies
had forced the governments to
undermine their health-care delivery
services.
The study found that in Sierra
Leone, IMF policies had severely
reduced the number public sector
employees. Between 1995 and
1996, the IMF required the state to
cut 28% of its employees, including

those in the health delivery sector.
Stunningly, the WHO found that the
number of Sierra Leone’s community
health-care workers fell from 0.11
per 1,000 of the population in 2004
to 0.02 per 1,000 in 2008. This was
the absolute antithesis of the Alma
Ata Declaration.
Last week, in Savar, Bangladesh,
delegates assembled for the fourth
People’s Health Assembly. They
came from far and wide, arguing for
a return to the dynamic of which the
Alma Ata Declaration was a part.
The situation is now at an
emergency footing, with public
health institutions virtually destroyed
and with plunder by pharmaceutical
companies a normal situation. The
WHO and World Bank have found
that by 2010, nearly 808 million
people had incurred “catastrophic
spending on health” because of the
costs of drugs and because of the
privatisation of health care.
There is virtually no outrage at the
IMF policy framework that destroys
the health-care infrastructure in
the Global South. Saccharine popstar humanism that began with
Bob Geldof’s “Do They Know It’s
Christmas (1984) merges with the
equally syrupy tech-philanthropy
of the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation (2000) to throw a shroud
over the African continent.
Nothing that Bono and Bill can
do undermines the sharp edge of
IMF policy and the theft of Africa’s
riches by monopoly firms (including
those mining companies that provide
the raw materials for the computers
that made Bill Gates his wealth).
Return of AIDS
Last April, the UN General
Assembly heard the summary of
a report on the need for urgency
regarding the return of AIDS.
Even though AIDS deaths have

declined since 2010 by a third,
there has been a recent uptick in
the number of deaths. This is of
concern. Serious-minded public
health specialists worry that this rise
in AIDS deaths has come as health
infrastructure has been weakened
and as pharmaceutical companies
continue to charge absurdly high
prices for HIV/AIDS drugs.
The same month, ACT UP
(AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power),
which was founded in 1987, held a
protest in New York City against
Gilead Sciences, a monopoly
pharmaceutical company. The drug
in question for ACT UP is Truvada,
which reduces the chances of HIV
infection. ACT UP says that a course
of Truvada costs Gilead about
US$6 a month to manufacture, but
it charges patients an astronomical
$1,500 a month. What is scandalous
is that the research for this drug was
funded not by Gilead but by public
funds and by philanthropists.
When a Goldman Sachs analyst
says that the point is to make money
from illness, she is merely mirroring
the reality of the brutishness of
capitalism. Serious conversations
need to take place about the way
in which monopoly pharmaceutical
firms draw public funds to protect
themselves from risk and then charge
high prices to make astronomical
profits.
Questions also need to be asked
about the IMF policy space that
makes it impossible to detect the
virus ahead of time and even harder
to care for its victims.
It’s not enough to wear a ribbon
on World AIDS Day. Go out on to
the streets with a group of friends.
Carry a sign. Let it say: “More Public
Health and Cheaper Drugs.” If you
want to end HIV/AIDS by 2030, the
prescription is as simple as that.
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